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Abslrad - A new method for simultaneously registering a
collection of multispectral or hyperspectral images (spectral
image cubes) using mutual inlormation is presented. In this
paper, %\ederive a new algorithm based on mutual optimization
between pairs of images and extend it to any finite number of
images. We present results on the convergence and stability of
the new algorithm, showing that the algorithm registers each
image to a weighted average of its alignment with every other
image. This method has application to other multi-image
applications as well.

this, refer to Figure 1. Note that the two images tend to be
light or dark in the same regions except for the grassy areas on
the left and the lower-right. These areas are dark in the visible
image on the left and light (reversed) in the int?ared image on
the right.
A great deal of literature exists that describes correlationbased registration methods. These methods are based on using
the correlation coefficient between corresponding pixels in
two images as measure of similarity

1. INTRODUCTTON

C(u,l.)=

When registering image pairs, a common approach is to
designate one image as the reference and apply a spatial shift,
rotation, or warping function to the second image in order to
bring it into alignment with the reference. Some measure of
similarity between the images is used to determine when the
optimal alignment has occurred. This measure might be based
on point or boundary matching, the cross-correlation between
the images, or some other statistical measure. A good survey
of these image registration techniques can be found in [I].
Three related phenomena tend to impair the success of
these similarity measures when registering multispectral or
hyperspectral imagery. The f m t is a general lack of similarity
between widely separated wavelengths. This is particularly
pronounced when comparing images collected at wavelengths
shorter than 4-5 pm to those at longer wavelengths. This is
because image contrasts are primarily due to reflectance of
solar energy in the shorter wavelengths (reflectance bands)
and primarily due to thermal emissions in the long wave
infrared (LWIR, also referred to as thermal bands). A second
impairment to registration occurs because thermal emissions
are often weak leading to very subtle contrast variations. We
will address these phenomena later in the paper.
The thud is a phenomenon, known as contrast reversal (or
contrast inversion), is caused by differences in the reflectance
of various materials as a function of wavelength. To illustrate
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where tii and vi represent the values for each pixel in two
images U and V, and i is the index of each pixel in the image.
The difficulty with correlation-based similarity measures
is that they are degraded by contrast reversals. In extreme

Figure 1. Two hands of B mullispscml image cute collected
over Albuquerque, NM by the U.S. Depamnent of Energy's
Multispemal Thermal Imager
satellite.
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11. MULTIVARIATE
MUTUALINFoRMAnoN

Figure 2. Correlationcoefficient ofthc two imager in Figure 1.
The right image was shiffed horironfally and venically over the
range shown and the cornlation coefficient was calculated
between corresponding pixels at each shift.

cases, this can degrade to zero as illustrated in Figure 2.
Normally, a clearly defmed peak signifies the optimal
registration. However, in this case, none exists. Attempts to
overcome the contrast reversal problem have typically
involved pre-processing the images to extract or enhance
points or edges [2][3][4][5].
In recent years, similarity measures based on information
theory have shown great promise for registering images. An
information theoretic measure, that was independently
proposed by Collignon et al [6] and Viola [7],is the mutual
information between two images U and V

wherej;, ( u ) and I;.(") are the marginal probability mass
(u, v )
Functions of the pixel values for each image, and
their joint probability mass function. Mutual information is a
measure of the dependence or redundancy between two
random variables.: Because mutual information is not a
measure of correlation, it is not degraded by contrast reversals
in the same manner as correlation-based approaches. It has
been shown that mutual information registration is also a very
accurate similarity'measure [SI and robust against random
noise [9]. An example of the mutual information between the
two images in Fi@ I is illustrated in Figure 3. Iu this case, a
prominent peak occurs at the correct registration. In addition
to shift operations, registrations involving rotation, changes in
scale and warping can also be performed by this method. An
excellent survey of mutual information registration can be
found in [lo].

The use of mutual information as a similarity measure
improves image registration, but can still fail when the images
lack sufficient similarity, such is often the case between
visible and LWIR imagery. In the case of spectral imaging, a
number of images (typically greater than two) are available.
Therefore, the opportunity exists to improve registration by
choosing image pairs to register in an intelligent fashion rather
than arbitrarily. If this is done, some interesting questions
arise. Is there a single optimal reference image to register the
others to? And if such an image exists, how is it chosen? If
two images are equally similar to a thud, how should we
choose between them. Rather than attempt to choose a single
reference image, perhaps a more optimal approach is one
where a weighted average between every image pair is used as
the similarity measure. Such a method is proposed here.
In information tbeory, mutual information is the reduction
in code length obtained by encoding multiple signals
simultaneously rather than separately. When applied to image
registration, mutual information is the amount of dependency
or redundant information that exists in a collection of images.
Just as with two images, it seems reasonable that the optimal
alignment should occur at the point where this redundancy is
maximized, In this paper, we propose a multivariate extension
of the mutual information function to register a collection of
spectral images. This approach makes efficient use of the
available information in every image in the set (referred to as a
cube because the related 2D images can be thought of as
stacked in a third dimension, i s . wavelength).

Mutual i n f o d t i o n can be written in terms of the joint
and marginal entropies of the two images

I (U,+

H (u)+H

(v)- H ( " , V )

(3)

where
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Figure 3. Mum1 information surface for the images in Figure I
as B function of horizontal and venical offsa.
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Studholme, et al [ I l l , introduced a useful definition of
multivariate mutual information which we will extend to a
finite number of images U , , U 2 ,..., U p . For an image cube
containing P images, the redundant information contained in
two or more images is represented as

Unfortunately, P-variate entropy is difficult to calculate
accurately for large P and therefore is prone to error. To solve
this problem, it helps to visualize the multivariate mutual
information graphically. Figure 4 illustrates the mutual
information between three images in a conceptual manner.
The areas of the three circles y e s e n t their entropy, the
combined area can be thought of as'the joint entropy, and tbe
gray region in the center represents the mutual information.
It appears from this diagram that the sum of the three
pair-wise mutual information values would be a reasonable
approximation of three-variable mutual information. In the
approximation the center triangular region would be counted
three times rather than once. In [El], it was found that this was
a reasonably good approximation. We propose that

/(U1;U2;
...;up)=

c

i,j={l,...,R irj)

I(ui;uj)

(8)

is a sufficiently accurate approximation for registering P
images and that by maximizing the summation we can register
every image in the cube in a manner that makes efficient use
of the available information.
Equation (8) requires the simultaneous optimization of
p ( p - I ) / 2 equations, assuming symmev. To reduce the
number of optimizations, we could envision an approach
where two images are registered, then a third, then a fourth,
and so on. However, the registration of the f m t images would
not take into account the new information provided by the
latter images. A better approach is one that is iterative and

allows each registration to consider the total information
available. In order to do this, we fust consider the previous
work in maximizing mutual information by iterative means.
III. MAXIMIZATION O F MUTUAL INFORMATION
The search space for an optimal registration solution can
often be impractically large necessitating the use of
optimization methods to fmd the solution in an efficient
manner. For example, the plot in Figure 3 required the
computation of 61 x 61 = 3721 points. An alternate solution is
to find the peak mutual information using a stochastic gradient
optimization algorithm similar to those, used in adaptive signal
processing and neural networks. Suppose T is a vector
representing the horizontal and vertical shift parameters in
Figure 3. It can be shown [7] that an optimal solution is found
by iteratively updating this vector in the direction of the
gradient according to

is a small-valued stepsize paraiiierer or leaniing
where
rate. Further efficiency is achieved by estimating the gradient
based on a small number of image samples. Figure 5 illustrates
a stochastic gradient search over the same surface as Figure 3.
This search required 406 iterations as opposed to the 3721
iterations required for an exhaustive search. Furthermore, the
gradient estimate at each iteration used only 100 samples from
each image rather than the entire image (256 x 256 = 65536).

The derivative of the mutual information with respect to
the transformation ( d / l d T ) was derived by Viola [7]. Simpler
methods can be used, however, that do no require this
derivative to be calculated explicitly, such as that by Spall
~31.
Equation (9) is analogous to the metbod of steepest
descent used extensively in adaptive signal processing and
neural networks, differing only by a sign. It was shown in [I21
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Figure 4. Conceptual diagram of mutual information betwem
three random vm'ablcs. The information eommon lo huo or
more images is represented by the gray area.
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Figure 5. Same surface as Figure 3 averlaid with points
searchedby a Stochastic gadient optlrmzation algorithm

that the mutual information surface is reasonably quadratic in
the vicinity of its peak and that the derivations for stability and
convergence developed for adaptive signal processing are
applicable to optimizing mutual information,
This has important implications. The mutual information
in the vicinity of the peak T‘can he approximated as a Taylor
series expansion

I (T) I(T’)

+ $(T - T’

j H(T

- T’)

For k + m and small learning rates, i.e. 7 < 2 / m a ~ l , + ~ l ,
the product term approaches zero and the transformation
converges to

(10)

where H i s the Hessian matrix

Within this region, the eigenvalues4of H describe the
quadratic curvature of the peak. Assume for simplicity that the
peak is symmetric, H is diagonal and the eigenvalues are all
equal to 1 . Then 111 is a measure of the “sharpness” of the
peak’. Furthermore, the process converges toward the optimal
transformation T*according to
T(k)t(l+qJ.Y T(’)+T’

(12)

assuming 7 is chosen to he less than 2 / l i l . The importance
of i will become clear in a moment. This theory can be
extended to the case- where .1, are not equal and H is not
necessarily diagonal.

Iv. OPThflZATlON OF THE IMAGE CUBE
To register an image cube by maximizing the multivariate
approximation in, (S), equations (9) through (12) can be
extended as follows. Suppose image pairs U , and Ui are
randomly selected from the. set of P images during each
iteration. Then (9) can be restated as

This result is very significant because the final solution is a
weighted average of the pair-wise solutions. Furthermore. the
weights are equal to the sharpness of the mutual information
peaks for the pair-wise solutions. In our experiments, we saw
a tendency for the largest mutual information peaks also to be
the sharpest. To the extent that this trend holds, the
implication of (16) is that the algorithm will align each image
with those that it is most similar with. Furthermore, it is not
necessary to :designate any of the images a the reference
image. Rather, the reference is mutually agreed upon.

V.EXTERIMENTS
For multispectral imagery collected using a common
aperture, it is common for the bands to be misregistered by a
few pixels. This algorithmwas performed 14-band image cube
for tbe purpose of determining the correct band alignment.
One band of the cube is illustrated in Figure 6. For this
experiment, the registration was limited to horizontal and
vertical shifts and the gradient was calculated using a random
sample of one hundred pixels chosen for each iteration.

. .

Figure 7 illustrates the convergence of the fourteen
transformations Tj . Each strand corresponds to the transient
behavior of one transformation as it converges. For ease of

where
i , j = { 1 , 2,..., P; i t , }

and

(14)

is the transformation performed on image U , . In each

iteration, the transformation that determines the registration of
image U, is updated a manner that improves its alignment
with image U s ,where U, can be any one of the other images.
The net effect is that after k iterations each transformation
is equal to

‘

Figure 6. One band (0.485 pm) of a 14-band image collected by
the MTl satellite ovm Burning Hills. Utah.

Note that since the y t u l infomtion peak is concave, the second
derivativn and tberefarc 1ue negative.
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sequences where it is difficult to identify a single “hest”
reference image, such as images collected under different
lighting conditions or images collected by multiple
instruments. Though these experiments were limited to
horizontal and vertical shift transformations, it is possible to
extend the technique to higher order functions. Piecewise
linear transformations were found to work well for
multispectral applications.

....... .. ,

An extensive evaluation, involving 90 image cubes (1260
total bands), is currently underway. Early results indicate a
significant improvement over bivariate techniques.
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Figure 7 Registration of 14 bands of a multispectral image cube
collected by the Mn satellite. Each tine represents the
convergence of one image toward the mutual optimum.

viewing, the final value for each sequence was subtracted
from every other value in that sequence so that each strand
would converge toward zero rather than away born zero.
Ten independent trials were performed. Samples were
chosen using a different random seed for each trail. The ten
trials agreed to within a standard deviation of 0.25 pixels. For
this particular image cube, it was possible to register every
band to a single reference hand in a pair-wise fashion. The
multi-image registration also agreed with the pair-wise
registration to within 0.25 pixels.
A second test was performed using the three spectral bands
illustrated in Figure 8. In this case, the visible and LWIR
bands failed to register as a pair. Introducing a mid-wave
iubared (MWIR) band resulted in a successful three-image
registration. Once again, this experiment was repeated ten
times. The results were consistent to within 0.7 pixels.
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